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* unique solution to create uwp-like applications (you can fully customize form,
enable dwm shadow with hit test for it (windows 7, 8, 10))* uwp-like form works
the same with system themes or with vcl styles (you can adjust it and without

vcl style)* excellent support of system themes and vcl styles* improves vcl
styles on forms, menus and common dialogs (and for high-dpi systems)* all

controls work fine, faster, without any flickers, have the same functionality with
system themes or with vcl styles* all controls have support of high-dpi systems

with any dpi (no limitations and with vcl styles)* complex solution to scale
images in controls on high-dpi systems (icons, backgrounds and many more)* a

lot of advanced controls to create really modern application* a lot of controls
has multi-theme (style) adjustments (for example, one button can looks and
works as push button, tool button, spin button and many more) * additional
collection of controls, which use gdi+ (buttons with a lot of shapes type and

vector glyphs, edits, memos with transparency, listboxes, comboboxes, meters,
sliders, switches and many more) you can find a lot of really cool vcl styles on
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